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NATIONAL NEWS
What Do Rising Title I Achievement Scores Really Mean?
Education Week
By Sarah D. Sparks
August 10, 2011
http://blogs.edweek.org/edweek/inside-school-research/2011/08/what_do_rising_title_i_achieve.html

On Tuesday, I reported on a new analysis from the Center on Education Policy that found rising math and reading scores and
proficiency levels for students participating in federal Title I poverty education programs in many states.

Commenter LaToshaDC was typical of those skeptical of the findings, writing:

Is this based on NAEP data or state tests[?] I mean most of those state tests are so easy my cat could pass. I don't think
passing a state test is an indicator that Title I is working for low income students. It's probably more of an indicator that those
states are gaming the system.

There have been numerous criticisms over the years that student progress is as much due to states and districts gaming the
system as legitimate student learning. In this case, the National Center for Education Statistics has just come out with a new
analysis on the rigor of state proficiency levels that backs up her concern.

As my colleague Steve Sawchuk reports, while many states lowered their test cut-off scores for proficiency levels from 2005 to
2007, eight states increased the rigor of 21 different tests from 2007 to 2009. Even so, by 2009, 35 states still set their
benchmark for "proficient" below what the Nation's Report Card considers "basic" understanding of math and reading, according
to the NCES report. While the NCES study focuses on 2007 to 2009, it also covers trends since 2005, while the CEP study
looks at three-year trends from 2002 to 2009.

Moreover, it specifically notes that, "Changes in achievement between 2005 and 2009 in state tests are not corroborated by
changes in achievement measured by NAEP."

If we look specifically at the 19 states CEP studied in its analysis, a dozen of them were found to have higher reading
achievement in 4th or 8th grade from 2007-2009, compared to NAEP scores for the same period, suggesting possible score
inflation. By contrast, five states—Colorado, Kentucky, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Utah— had NAEP reading scores
that backed up their state test gains.

Granted, the CEP and NCES reports are not directly comparable. CEP's findings are based on state accountability reporting
under No Child left Behind rather than on the NAEP, which disaggregates student performance by income based on a student's



free or reduced-price lunch eligibility—an indicator that may not be exactly the same as eligibility for the Title I program.
Moreover, CEP found achievement gaps between low-income and wealthier students—the groups that would be compared in
NAEP—were larger than the gaps between Title I and non-Title I students, suggesting that NAEP may be looking at a different
set of students than those served by Title I.

Still, at a time when lawmakers are trying to determine what Title I, the largest federal education program in American history,
should look like after the next authorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the contrast between these reports
suggests researchers need better ways of differentiating the tools to judge a program's effectiveness from those intended to
track student progress.

(Back to top)

More States Strengthening Rigor of Assessments
Education Week
By Stephen Sawchuk
August 11, 2011
http://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2011/08/10/01proficiency.h31.html?
tkn=STQF32N%2BSNSIItNOTB3KwEeMaCwJJNLeQSaZ&cmp=clp-edweek
A handful of states have increased the rigor of their state assessments since 2007, an analysis released today by the statistical
wing of the U.S. Department of Education concludes.
The finding stands in contrast to earlier studies of state proficiency standards—often referred to as cutoff scores—released by
the federal agency, which has generally found mixed patterns in the rigor of states’ 4th and 8th grade proficiency standards in
reading and mathematics. Its 2009 report, using the same methodology, found dozens of instances between 2005 and 2007 in
which states had lowered their expectations for students.
“We’re actually seeing [states] increase the rigor of their cut scores, at least between 2007 and 2009,” Jack Buckley, the
commissioner of the National Center for Education Statistics, said during a conference call with reporters. “That doesn’t fit into
the narrative of states lowering their bars” in response to the performance pressures of the No Child Left Behind Act.
Using the National Assessment of Educational Progress as a common yardstick, the analysis finds that during the 2007 to 2009
time period, eight states raised the cut score—the level students must reach to be deemed “proficient”—on one or more exams,
while two states lowered them. Other states made no changes during that time, or made changes that were too small to be
significant.
Even with the higher standards, however, states’ expectations continue to fall far below those on the prominent national exam.
And the range of state proficiency standards continues to be vast, with as many as 71 points on the NAEP scale separating the
states with the weakest and strongest expectations.
"This mapping study shows low expectations are the norm in way too many states in this country," said Joanne Weiss, the
chief of staff to U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan, adding that the practice of having each state set its own proficiency
standards is "tremendously problematic."
"It's lying to parents, lying to children, lying to teachers and principals about the work they're doing," she said.
The analysis also found no clear relationship between the rigor of the standards and performance on NAEP, and that states
often reported gains on their own state tests that did not appear on NAEP.

Common Metric Used
The analysis translates each state’s cut scores for four exams onto the NAEP scale, using it as a common metric to compare
state proficiency expectations. It is the fourth report released by the NCES to use that methodology.
The analysis looks only at the relative stringency of state proficiency criteria. It does not address the differing content of the
assessments or the varying purposes for which the tests are used. Some researchers have questioned the appropriateness of
using NAEP as a common yardstick because of such limitations.
The results cover forty-nine states and the District of Columbia. One state, Nebraska, was not included in the results. Until
recently, that state used a patchwork of local assessments to meet the NCLB law’s annual testing requirements, rather than
statewide exams.
Past NCES studies have, in general, highlighted disparities among state definitions of proficiency, a phenomenon some
observers credit for accelerating efforts to create common academic content standards. ("NCES Finds States Lowered
'Proficiency' Bar," November 4, 2009.)
A study of proficiency standards between 2005 and 2007, for instance, found some two dozen instances in which states had
lowered their cut scores.
The phenomenon of lowered standards was widely attributed to the pressure of the NCLB law, which requires states to test
students annually in reading and math and to increase the percentage of students scoring at the proficient level over a 12-year
period.
It emerged as a core criticism of the 9-year-old law by U.S. Secretary of Education Mr. Duncan, who has spent much time this
year, so far unsuccessfully, pressuring Congress to revise it.
But the new findings show that between 2007 and 2009, the states of Indiana, Mississippi, Michigan, North Carolina, New
Jersey, Oklahoma, South Dakota, and West Virginia raised the bar in one or more grade levels or subjects. Only two states,
New Jersey and South Carolina, decreased student expectations.
Ms. Weiss of the Education Department credited the NCES' reports on state cutoff scores as one possible impetus behind the
higher expectations.
"Data, I think we're seeing, has moved policymakers to change their behavior and has helped policymakers to raise the bar in
the last couple of years," she said.



Mississippi, long criticized for expecting too little of its students, raised the bar for all four subject-grade combinations over that
time period. Its reading expectations for both 4th and 8th graders now outpace those of most other states, while its math
expectations now fall in the middle of the pack.
In contrast, South Carolina ratcheted down its expectations in all four subject-grade combinations during that time period. In
both math and reading at grade 4, its standards now trail those of many other states.
“From what we know talking to South Carolina [officials], they fully intended to set their bar lower,” Mr. Buckley said. “For
whatever reason, they felt they had set their standard too high.”
A South Carolina education department official noted that the changes occurred before state commissioner Mick Zais took office
in January. Further, an independent body, not the state education department, sets cutoff scores in the state, he said.
“Dr. Zais has consistently called for strong accountability and high proficiency standards for students,” said spokesman Jay W.
Ragley. “The NAEP report confirms his concerns that the education establishment worked to lower South Carolina proficiency
standards under the guise of developing a new statewide accountability test in 2008 to comply with No Child Left Behind.”
Former South Carolina superintendent Jim Rex could not be reached for comment.

Disparities Remain
Overall, states’ proficiency standards continue to fall well below those of the NAEP.
The largest disparities exist for 4th grade reading, where 35 states’ proficiency criteria fell below the “basic” level on NAEP. In
the other three subject-grade combinations—4th grade math and 8th grade math and reading—a majority of states’ proficiency
standards fell between the basic and the proficient levels on the national exams.
The cause of that finding is difficult to interpret. It could mean that the National Assessment Governing Board, which oversees
NAEP policy, has set a higher bar overall for performance on its grade 4 reading exam, Mr. Buckley said, but that supposition is
impossible to confirm barring additional analysis.
The report also analyzes changes in student achievement for those states which did not alter their cutoff scores or tests over the
time period studied. It found that, in most cases, gains on state exams were not corroborated by NAEP.
More recently, a handful of other states have moved to change their proficiency expectations.
One state with low proficiency standards according to the analysis, Tennessee, recently implemented a tougher assessment
regime, and won plaudits from Mr. Duncan for doing so. New York also recently raised its cutoff scores.
The Education Trust, a Washington-based group that advocates on behalf of poor children, said other states need to follow suit.
A spokeswoman praised states for beginning to address disparities in performance between state tests and NAEP, but added,
"we're still nowhere near where we need to be."

Common Core Link?
Several observers argued that the move to common standards, which 46 states have now adopted, could give additional
momentum to the effort for raising standards.
Last week, Education Department officials said they would allow states to waive portions of the NCLB law in exchange for
adopting various reforms, including the common standards and aligned assessments that are scheduled to come online by
2014-15.
Mitchell Chester, the commissioner of education for Massachusetts, dismissed concerns voiced by some that the Education
Department's waiver plan would co-opt what has been a state-led effort for common standards.
"It seems to me that there’s lots of precedent for federal policy-building on an aggressive state policy, and this report for me
made that concrete," he said. "It's really striking that not only was [higher standards] the rhetoric of governors and the chief
state school officers several years ago, but that many of them backed it up."

(Back to top)

 
Why parents can’t save schools
Washington Post
By Jay Mathews
August 10, 2011
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/class-struggle/post/why-parents-cant-save-schools/2011/08/10/gIQAgbbz6I_blog.html
 
One of the summer scandals keeping us education wonks amused until school starts is a American Federation of Teachers
gaffe in Connecticut. Union officials posted online an analysis of their lobbying against a parent trigger law in that state that
revealed too much about their distaste for letting moms and dads decide who should run their schools.

Bloggers RiShawn Biddle and Alexander Russo exposed the union celebrating its gutting of a Connecticut version of California’s
parent trigger law. School reform organizations and editorialists were aghast. AFT president Randi Weingarten disowned the
Web post. Activists pushing for parent triggers in Texas and New York welcomed the attention.

This idea has already reached the Washington area and may someday inspire legislation here. That would be bad. Despite its
worthy proponents and democratic veneer, the parent trigger is a waste of time. Let’s toss it into the trash with other once
fashionable reform ideas like worksheets for slow students and brief constructed responses on state tests.

When I dismissed the parent trigger a year ago I received unfriendly e-mails calling me a tool of the state and local educational
establishments. I don’t like much of what those power centers do, but firing on them with the parent trigger is like attacking Fort
Bragg with a pea-shooter. The trigger will do nothing but sap parent energies, provide work for lawyers and lobbyists and give us
pundits and activists another divisive issue to fill our blogs with.



Consider the California law, the astonishing result of a brief period of bipartisanship in Sacramento. If a school’s average test
scores are low, and at least 51 percent of the school’s families or 51 percent of families whose children are on track to attend
the school sign a petition, they can order one of a number of options, like firing or reorganizing the staff, or turning the school
into a charter or closing it.

It sounds attractive, unless you are a parent and think for a few seconds about whether you have the time and energy to get
involved in what you realize is likely to be a tortuous process.

Local officials who don’t want us good-hearted naïfs stealing their power have many ways of stopping us. They can get us
fighting over which option to choose or buy some of us off with promises they don’t keep. If the petition succeeds anyway, under
the California law they can persuade the state to reject our chosen change as unworkable or bad policy. If even against those
odds our change is made, they can make sure it doesn’t work.

The result will be parents more disenchanted than ever. Just ask the mothers and fathers who signed a successful parent trigger
for McKinley Elementary School in Compton. The case is in court, stymied by school district stunts like requiring that all
parents who signed the petition be at the school a certain times with photo ID to verify their signatures.

Many parents, particularly loudmouths like me, think we know exactly how to fix our schools. In most cases we don’t. Even if
we did, we would have trouble agreeing on an option. The very idea of fixing a school may be wrong. Some research suggests
that turning around an existing school is too difficult. It may be better to look for new schools created by imaginative teachers
like Deborah Meier, famous for the Central Park East Secondary School, and enroll our children there.

The job must start not with us parents, but with imaginative educators like Meier who are willing to stick with their ideas and
their school for the long haul. Even if by some miracle we trigger a change in our local school, when our kids grow too old for
that place we are gone. The parent trigger people will then have to explain their admirable but unworkable idea to a whole new
group of us, just as confused and even less certain we have time for this.

(Back to top)

FLORIDA NEWS
School's starting up, so it must be time for ... new legislation
St. Petersburg Times
By: Jeff Solochek
August 10, 2011
http://www.tampabay.com/blogs/gradebook/content/schools-starting-so-it-must-be-time-new-legislation

As if the 2011 Florida legislative session didn't create enough added work, the 2012 session is fast approaching.

In case you missed it, lawmakers are convening three months early -- that's January -- because of the once-a-decade
redistricting.

Already, new education bills have been filed, including the very first one submitted in the House.

HB 1, by Orange Park Republican Rep. Mike Weinstein, goes straight to the heart of the state's constitutional requirement to
make high-quality education a paramount duty. It would have OPPAGA determine minimum per-student funding needed to meet
that constitutional mandate.

HB 19, by Apopka Republican Rep. Bryan Nelson, revives a failed 2011 initiative to allow school districts to raise money by
selling school bus ads.

HB 71, by Lecanto Republican Rep. Jimmie Smith, asks OPPAGA study and recommend high-school diploma options that
focus on career and technical education and with "less rigorous graduation requirements than the requirements currently in
law." 

HB 81, by Miami-Dade Democrat Rep. Dwight Bullard, seeks to grant undocumented immigrants access to in-state college or
university tuition if they meet certain other criteria such as having attended a Florida high school for at least three years and
graduated.

These represent, of course, just the tip of the iceberg and are not likely the key matters to move ahead in the session.
Expectations already are rampant about bills to expand vouchers, eliminate college professor tenure, change per-student funding
formulas and other hot-button issues. Anyone think the lawmakers will give schools time to digest this year's changes before
piling on even more? 

(Back to top)

Advanced Placement results for Pinellas
St. Petersburg Times
By: Ron Matus
August 10, 2011



http://www.tampabay.com/blogs/gradebook/content/ap-results-pinellas

The Pinellas school district hit a trifecta with Advanced Placement tests this year: More kids, more tests, higher pass rate.

According to district results released to The Gradebook today, 5,940 students took the tests last spring (up 7.4 percent from
last year); altogether they took 10,525 tests (up 7.6 percent); and the percent scoring a 3 or above inched up from 41 to 41.7
percent.

The spreadsheet attached below shows this year's figures, school by school and subject by subject. (Or go here, here, here and
here.) Last year's numbers are here. We haven't had a chance to give the latest stats more than a glance, or to compare
years, but associate superintendent Bill Lawrence pointed to these highlights in an email:

* 5,940 full time high school students took 10,525 exams.

* This is an increase of 407 students (7.4 percent) since 2010 and an increase of 2,759 students (86.7 percent) in the past five
years.

* The number of exams taken increased by 739 (7.6 percent) since 2010 and by 4,703 (80.8 percent) in the past five years.

* 4,384 students earned an AP score of 3 or above, 372 more than the 4,012 students who earned a score of 3 or above in
2010.

* 41.7 percent of students earned a “passing” score of 3, 4, or 5, up from 41 percent in 2010, a 1.7 percentage point increase.

* 491 African-American students took AP exams in 2011, 24 more (a 5.1 percent increase) than in 2010.

* Students at Dixie Hollins, Tarpon Springs, and Osceola high schools showed the most growth in their AP programs with
increases of 52 percent, 55.8 percent, and 93.4 percent, respectively, in the number of exams taken.

* Students at Largo and Osceola high schools showed the greatest improvement in performance in their AP programs with
increases of 67.9 percent and 88 percent, respectively, in the rate of students earning a score of 3 or above.

(Back to top)

Governor Scott faces suit over state's new school-textbook reviews
Sun Sentinel
By: Kathleen Haughney
August 10, 2011
http://www.sun-sentinel.com/news/local/breakingnews/fl-textbook-lawsuit-20110810,0,3735749.story

TALLAHASSEE – A Boca Raton-based group devoted to warning the public of extremist ideologies plans to file a lawsuit
Thursday against Gov. Rick Scott and the Department of Education over the state's new textbook-adoption law.

Citizens for National Security is taking issue with an education budget bill Scott signed this spring that also revamps the way
the state Department of Education selects textbooks. The new law, the non-profit group argues, does not leave enough time for
the new three-person expert committee to adequately review textbooks.

William Saxton, chairman of the group, said CFNS is especially concerned about parts of history and geography textbooks that
discuss world religions.

"Middle and high school history and geography textbooks, there was a lot of unbalance in the discussion of Islam in comparison
to Christianity and Judaism," Saxton said.

Under the old law, new textbooks were adopted by a statewide committee of at least 10 members who reviewed and made
recommendations to the education commissioner. The committee included both educators and members of the public.

The new law leaves the job to two "experts" selected by the state education commissioner, with a third expert serving as a tie
breaker when needed.

Texts are typically adopted for six years, with a different subject matter coming up each year for review.

Saxton noted that some texts, particularly history books, are hundreds of pages, requiring far more people to review them and
more transparency.

"There has to be a lot of involvement, that's the point," he said.

George Perreault, who heads up textbook acquisition for Orange County public schools, said it's not a big issue whether a large
group or a couple of "experts" selects books for the state list.



"Probably, we would end up with a very similar list," Perreault said.

That's because the public school textbook market is dominated by a half dozen large publishers, he said. They put out national
editions of their texts, but typically also offer versions geared specifically to Florida, California and Texas, which have millions of
students and are big customers.

The state versions closely follow state guidelines for what should be taught, and as a result the real decisions about what is in
books are made by those who draft state course guidelines.   

"When you look at the books that are adopted by the state, for the most part they are from the main publishers," Perreault said.

Perreault said that Orange would continue to have large, local committees decide which texts are best for county schools.
 While the state provides a list of approved textbooks, local school districts have final choice.

CFNS was in Washington last week to release a report that U.S. Rep. Allen West, R-Plantation, said in an introduction
"identifies the major religious organizations in the United States that have stemmed from the Muslim Brotherhood, including
501©(3) charities, religious groups, community centers, schools and similar offshoots from primary organizations that it
controls."

This is only one of several cases being lodged against Scott.

The American Civil Liberties Union, the Police Benevolent Association and the Florida Education Association have all filed suits
against his administration over policies and new laws he signed off on this past spring.

"This isn't the first time Scott has been inappropriately added to a lawsuit where he's not a proper defendant," said spokesman
in response to news of the pending lawsuit. "It's all just a ploy to get a splash in the media and any good lawyer would know
better."

Dave Weber of the Sentinel staff contributed to this story.

(Back to top)

STATE NEWS
Study: Pennsylvania students held to mid-level standards
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
By: Kaitlynn Riely
August 11, 2011
http://www.post-gazette.com/pg/11223/1166639-298-0.stm

The report card is out, and Pennsylvania again landed in the middle of the pack in the rigor of its state testing standards.

The National Center for Education Statistics released a report Wednesday that shows how proficiency standards for state tests
measure up against each other and against the National Assessment of Educational Progress, or NAEP, often known as the
Nation's Report Card.

"This report and the NAEP itself is really used as a yardstick to keep states honest in setting proficiency levels that are
rigorous, and shed light on the differences among the states," said Jim Buckheit, the executive director for the Pennsylvania
Association of School Administrators.

The study used a complex formula to compare what it considered proficient on the NAEP with proficiency standards for each
state's tests in math and reading in fourth and eighth grades.

The goal of the study is to provide a means of comparison in a country where each state designs its own tests and sets its own
standards. The implication of the study is that a student considered proficient in one state may not be proficient in another.

"NAEP is uniquely capable of providing comparable state-by-state results, which allows us to understand the relative stringency
of state standards," said the center's Commissioner Jack Buckley in a news release. "The study shows that whether a child is
considered 'proficient' largely depends on where he or she lives."

On a national basis, the report showed a wide variation among state proficiency standards, and also showed that most states'
proficiency standards are at or below NAEP's definition of basic performance, meaning partial mastery of knowledge and skills.
The study looked at data from 2008-2009 state assessments and from the 2009 NAEP assessment.

In Pennsylvania, the proficiency standard for fourth-grade reading tests was the 15th most rigorous in the country. For fourth-
grade math, the standard was 32nd toughest.

For eighth grade tests, the state's proficiency standard was 27th-toughest, and for math, it was 18th.



For all four tests, Pennsylvania was considered within the "basic" performance range for the NAEP equivalent. The study found
that most state proficiency standards were within the NAEP basic achievement level range, except in fourth-grade reading,
where most were below the basic level.

Tim Eller, a spokesman for Pennsylvania's Department of Education, said the department is working to increase the rigor of
statewide tests.

"We don't want to be in the middle of the pack, we want to be ahead of the curve," Mr. Eller said.

Massachusetts was the only state whose standard equivalent was in the NAEP proficient range, for fourth- and eighth-grade
math.

U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan said in a statement he was "optimistic that states will continue to increase the rigor of
their standards."

"Higher standards and better assessments are essential reform, and I am committed to supporting states as they do the work of
raising standards," he said.

Pennsylvania maintained a relatively good level of rigor in reading and mathematics in recent years, Mr. Buckheit said. But
Pennsylvania, like most other states, has less rigorous standards than the national standard.

"I think across the board that what the report is saying, and what Secretary Duncan said, was that the nation as a whole needs
to raise its expectations, and that means pretty much all states," Mr. Buckheit said.

Although the new report showed that Pennsylvania remains in the mid-range for the stringency of its tests, its ranking has
dropped in some areas compared to the 2007 and 2005 reports.

In 2007, Pennsylvania was ranked 10th for grade-four reading and 29th for eighth grade. In math, the state was ranked 24th in
grade four and 21st for grade eight.

And in 2005, Pennsylvania's proficiency standard for eighth-grade reading ranked seventh toughest in the nation. For eighth-
grade math, it ranked 17th. Comparisons weren't available for fourth grade.

The full text of the report is available at http://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/studies/statemapping.asp.

(Back to top)

US education secy. says Tenn. courageous in reform
Associated Press
By: Lucas L. Johnson li
August 10, 2011
http://www.deseretnews.com/article/700169929/US-education-secy-says-Tenn-courageous-in-reform.html

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — U.S. Education Secretary Arne Duncan on Wednesday applauded Tennessee for what he called courage
in making education changes and said the state can "help lead the country where we need to go."

Duncan took part in a panel discussion — that included Tennessee Gov. Bill Haslam and state Education Commissioner Kevin
Huffman — at a Nashville middle school before heading to a roundtable with school administrators and business owners from
rural counties.

He said some states talk about education reform, but Tennessee is taking initiative.

"I just love what I see here," Duncan said after the roundtable. "What I see is courageous leadership at the top. You guys are
taking on the tough issues in ways that frankly I wish more states were."

Recent changes in state law — including toughening the curriculum and teacher evaluations — allowed Tennessee to win $500
million in the national Race to the Top education grant competition.

Duncan said teachers' concerns need to be heard, "but at the end of the day, you can't maintain status quo."

"Just continuing to do the same thing is not going to get us where we need to go," he said.

Last month, preliminary results from the Tennessee Comprehensive Assessment Program showed math scores in third- through
eighth-grade improved by 7 percent this year over last year and reading scores improved by 3.7 percent.

In 18 school systems, student scores improved by 20 percent or more.

Still, the state is only 41 percent proficient in math for those grades, and 48.5 percent in reading. Under guidelines of No Child
Left Behind, the state is required to be 60 percent proficient in math next year, 66 percent in reading, and 100 percent in both
subjects by 2014.



Duncan acknowledged Tennessee still has a long way to go, but said he's confident the state's education changes will produce
results.

"I'm absolutely optimistic that Tennessee can improve significantly going forward, and can frankly help lead the country where
we need to go," he said.

One change that may help the state — and others — is actually coming from the federal level. Duncan announced earlier this
week the Obama administration is giving states a waiver on the No Child Left Behind law.

To get a waiver, states must agree to education reforms the White House favors — from tougher evaluation systems for teachers
and principals to programs helping minority students.

Duncan has warned that 82 percent of U.S. schools could be labeled failures next year if the law is not changed. Education
experts have questioned that estimate, but state officials report a growing number of schools facing sanctions.

Haslam asked for a waiver for Tennessee last month. Duncan said he's talked to about 40 governors about the waiver, and
reiterated that he will have more details about the plan next month.

Besides the waiver and more attention to early childhood education, the main concern during the roundtable seemed to be a
lack of money for districts to meet the higher expectations.

James Jones, director of Polk County schools, acknowledged it's a "little frustrating" coming up with innovative ways to teach on
such tight budgets.

"But we all understand we need to have higher standards," Jones said. "And we want to meet those higher standards. We just
have to keep getting funding to do that."

Duncan urged the rural school officials to not hesitate in asking state and federal lawmakers for adequate funding, because he
said a good education is important in creating a better economy.

"Budgets reflect our values, and not just budgets," he said.

(Back to top)

 
State schools chief plots overhaul of California education: Technology
and teacher excellence are key components of blueprint
Santa Cruz Sentinel
By: Donna Jones
August 10, 2011
http://www.santacruzsentinel.com/ci_18651184?source=most_viewed

California Superintendent of Public Instruction Tom Torlakson on Tuesday rolled out a plan for overhauling the state's public
school system, ranked among the nation's lowest in academic achievement.

"A Blueprint for Great Schools," available at www.cde.ca.gov, comes a week before the results from annual testing of California's
students are released and a day after the Obama administration offered states waivers that could ease requirements in the 2001
federal No Child Left Behind law.

"The first step in reaching a goal is setting one," said Torlakson of his plan. "We've taken an honest look at where we are and
where we want to be, and created a vision about how to get there."

The key points of the 31-page report developed by a 59-member commission of educators and parents, and business, labor and
community leaders include:

·         Connecting children to the online world in the classroom and at home;

·         Strengthening systems for teacher and principal evaluation and professional development;

·         Providing for the "whole child," whether by taking care of health and nutritional obstacles to learning or providing an

educational program from birth to ensure children are proficient in reading by third grade.

"He's right on target," Santa Cruz County Superintendent of Schools Michael Watkins said. "The priority areas really sync
closely with what our county needs as well."

The report notes that California fourth-graders ranked 48th in the nation in reading and 45th in math on the 2009 National
Assessment of Educational Progress. Its eighth-graders ranked 49th in reading and 47th in math. Only Mississippi students
ranked lower in science.



Tim Sbranti, Dublin's mayor and a teacher at the city's high school as well as a member of Torlakson's commission, said the top
five states in education funding are also at the top in achievement.

"We have to be honest and recognize to execute this is going to take resources," he said. "It's going to take an investment."

The commission did not estimate the cost of implementing its recommendations, but Torlakson pledged to work with the
governor and legislators to set priorities and find funding over time.

Dorma Baker, superintendent of Pajaro Valley schools, said she hadn't had time to review Torlakson's plan or the details of U.S.
Secretary Arne Duncan's waiver offer, which she said could mean trading one set of rules for another no less onerous. But she
said the district, which has fallen behind in meeting federal achievement goals, is making "little incremental and sometimes
larger gains."

Regardless of any new initiatives on the horizon, the district will keep its focus, she said.

"Our drive, our commitment is the same, to determine what are our best practices, and if there's money, great, and if not we'll
keeping on going the best we can," Baker said.

(Back to top)


